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THE RHYTHM OF THE GAME 
JUNE 12, 1978 

~RAN~ ! G. DAVIS 
Within the hallowed h 11 

sure of academe, this land a S?f this cyno-
?f coaches, this Indian jew~f ~:~l~r~us, thi~ cradle 
~t seems appropriate to devote th 1n a buco~1c scene, 
~ng to a little Iiterary c 'ti ' e paper th1s even-

r~ c~sm. 

cism'" In the case at bar, the term "lower criti-
~s per~aps more appropriate, for the object 

of our scrut1ny is a deservedly little known poet 
of the later Twentieth Century. In point of fact 
the name, like the work, is not new, and harks ' 
back to all the other Anons who have cluttered 
the pages of English prosody since before Layamon. 

Since producing "The Rhythm of the Game," 
his most recent opus, he has understandably picked 
up the sobriquet of "The Hacker Poet," it being 
generally agreed around the nineteenth holes which 
he haunts that a twenty-handicap golfer might be 
expected to write twenty-handicap poetry. 

"The Rhythm of the Game" as the golfers 
among you have long since deduced, is a heartfelt 
essay on the frustrations and beauties of golf. 
The Hacker's verse, like his game, is anything 
but homogenious. His style, like his swing, is 
something he has never really been able to get 
together. Even his catchy little quatrain "See 
a tee and pick it up" is remarkably disjointed. 

It seems logic under the circumstances, 
however, to forego the scholarly ploy of assuming 
that the audience is already familiar with the work 
in hand, so I propose to read it first and put it 
through the critical shredder afterwards. 

To those of you who are not golfers, I 
can only say -- be patient. If nothing in The 
Rhythm of the Game appeals to you, we will have 
another jack-daw's nest to pick over after the 



last putt of this first round 
has been holed. 

so, without more ado 
along" as we say nowadays: ' or "moving right 

THE RHYTHM OF THE GAME 

Part I 

THE TEEING GROUND 

The "teeing g~ound" is a rectangle two 
club-lengths ~n depth, the front and 
the sides of which are defined b th 
outside limits of two markers •. Y. Th: 
Rules of Golf Definition 32. 

On the tee 

Today I shall do better. • • 
They lounge along the sparkling tee 
Barred with the exhaled shadows of the 

early sun: 
-Knots and groups of men and boys 
Leaning lightly on clubs and heavily 

on bags, 
Rythmic drivers slapping close-cropped 

grass, 
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Left-arm swings punctuating esoteric chat 
The gold anatomy of firm left sides 
Pronated wrists and shoulders under chins. 
Today I shall do better. . • 
Banter of handicaps and bets fades out, 
A foursome hits in turn to slight applause 
And joking praise for well-hit drives 
Or awkward shuffling stillness for the 

foozled shot, 
Then off they stride to meet themselves 
In one more bout of concentration and 

control. 
Today I shall do better. • . 

From forward sway and strong right 
arm 

Good- Lord deliver us. 
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From moving head and lunge and look 
Good Lord deliver us. 

Oh ' God who marks the s~arr.ow's fall 
Who grants perfections great and small 
Pray coach us as we strike the ball. 
Help us to help ourselves in little 

things: 
Slow take-aways and grooving all 

our swings, 
And grant the peace that ordered 

rhythm brings. 
That it may please Thee to have mercy 

upon all golfers 
We beseech thee to hear us, Good Lord, 

, Amen. 

The Tee 

Time was, between the chatter and the 
drive, 

When balls were teed on little mounds 
of sand 
Constructed with deft care 
By the skillful, laboriously 
By the duffer, clumsily 
By the tyro -- but now 

Some devil's -- or was it dentist's? 
Invention, the wooden tee 
Gro~nd out in perfect thousands, 
Deprives us of that brief artistic pause, 
The fitting prelude to the thoughtful 

waggle. 
Just ram it home with the ball, and 
Get on with it. 

Waggles I. 

See a tee and pick it up: 
All that day you're in the cup. 
See a tee and let it lie: 
Your putts will die, your pitches fly. 

The Ball 

What we have suffered for each other's 
sake 
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Would snatch t he breath f 

than mine __ rom tighter lips 
Blown from safe haven i 
This better part of me tntko a hostile ~orld 
T " a es wing 

o roam.qu~xot~cally through bunkers 
t011s and traps ' 

Set to waylay my errant, pale external 
soul. 

Scurrying from risk to peril 
Rough and fai rway to the fri~ndly 
Underhanded gree n , it pops at last 
Into the spirit hole and 
So comes battered back to me. 

Waggles II. 

Who drives f or s how 
May putt fo r dough 
That those who blow 
Shall never know . 

The Driver 

Before the procession the mace of authority, 
Symbol of power and architect 
Of every hole, hits from its perfect lie. 
Tah rah rah Boom te-ay 
You hear old Samrr~ say --
Backswing and downswing merge 
With smooth and steady surge, 
The clubhead through the ball: 
It needs no stra in at all 
To start the rhythmic way, 
Tah rah rah Boom te-ay 
Your object all the day 
Is: reach position A, 
Thence to the open pin 
And smoothly up and in. 

But if you snap and jerk 
It will hurt 
And you may end up in the rough 
Behind a Tree -- its tough 
To scramble and not see the pin 
You want to yell for Gunga Din, so play 
The game the rhythmic way: 
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Tah rah rah Boom te-ay! 

Part II. 

THROUGH THE GREEN 

"Through the green" is the whole area 
of the course except: a. Teeing ground and 
putting green of the hole being played; b. 

DAlfl.hiaz~rdS on the course. The Rules of Golf 
e ~n t~on 34. 

Weather I. 

There is a week in spring 
When all the world is one 
Augusta National, 
When every bush and tree 
Blooms in its special way -_ 
Lilac, dogwood, pear, 
Hawthorn and flowering crab __ 
When nature with her well-grooved swing 
drives winter to the frozen North 
While cheering birds call "fore! " 

Minuet 

From the instant of impact 
When club-head and ball 
Merge on the screws, 
To the muffled rattle 
Of the well-struck putt 
Going to earth, 
The poetry of motion guides the game. 

Back slow, the timeless pause, then down 
Wrists break, hands whip and up and out 
Flashes the ball along the club-head's line 
Alive and twisting with imparted spin: 
Fading from inside-out 
Or drawn from outside in. 

Fairway 

A distant shout, a clinking jar of clubs, 
A thump of bags tear at the misty edges 



Of awareness in the cool morn' 
After t he pat of b 11 1ng. 
Bounding 0 f a s With th d n resh-cut grass 

u and clank the I 
A skirmish line alon p a~ers come, 
Closing on the bel g the h1ll 
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Low handicappers e~guered green. 
Sweep by the str~g;~th their booming irons 

rough; ers struggling in the 

Then on the green with ' 
Measure and sight h'lno de11berate speed 
A seven-iron away'm: 1 e lesser breeds 
Waiting to hear how ihstand about 

out. e good guys came 

Wagg les III. 

For dollar or penny 
Not how, but how many. 

Fairway Woods 

Awkward bulbous-headed 
Little brothers of the Driver, 
Cadet branches of the Wood Clan 
Bear their arms with a difference: 

Each a specialist, 
Each a perfectionist, 

But all faithful to the Clan motto: 
"Keep your head down and 
Don't swing so damn 1 hard! II 

Weather II. 

When the dew has shimmered off 
Of each successive green 
Leaving each faster than the one before, 
When the sun draws up the clouded heat, 
Transfers the dew to myriad backs and arms, 
Prostrates the grass and beats upon the sand, 
Then cowards quit at nine 
But golfers go for more. 

The Long Irons 

Thoroughbred midirons are skittish as race-
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horses 
Ready for anything, prone to distraction -
Kicking up turf from the fairways of golf 

courses 
Jittery, prancing and yearning for action. 

Soften your waggle, relax that clutch, 
Address the ball with gentle feel, 
Confidence, smoothness and light sure 

touch 
To bring these nervous clubs to heel. 

In the Rough 

Behind the ball it was heavy and wet: 
While patting the grass with his club-head 
He turned to his caddy, and then said: 
"Can I hit the four wood from here?" 
And his caddy responded "not yet." 

Weather III. 

Under a ragged blanket of sky 
A clump of sweatered oldsters 
Prods among the leaves 
Seeking lost youth. 

Largo al factotum 

, h'e number five 
Mash1e, i~a~lt from chip to drive. 
Can do 1 . with just one club 
If you'd p ay fl b 
Use this iron and never u. 

Divots I. 

Behind the high-pitched ball 

The sod leaps up 't 
ted pursul. , f 

In frus tra , long the tur , 
sprawls clums1ly a h. 
And gathered up, the passive gas . 
Is ~rafted bac~l~~~ngid to join the game 
After its sham 
Earthbound once more. 



Par Three 

Straight up from the crisp click 
The tee leaps spinning 
While the soaring speck, 
White on blue, black against towering 

cloud, 
Hovers and stoops over the close-cropped 

green: 
Pale falcon seeking birds. 

PART III. 

DEEP TROUBLE 

A "hazard" is any bunker or water 
hazard. The Rule of Golf, Definition 
14. 

Bunkers 

In ancient times this ancient game 
Was played between the ocean and the 

hills, 
Between the muddy tide-flats and the 

town 
On links where sheep chewed down the 

turf 
Or huddled from the wind in sandy holes, 
Scraping the shoving to enlarge their 

spheres, 
Creating bunkers in among the gorse. 
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So still today the spike-shod sheep descend, 
Scraping and chopping in those self-same 

holes, 
Reduced by rule to hazards on the course. 

water 

The driving skimming ball . 
Twists and skids on black r1pples, 
Reluctantly subsiding, 
But after the looping arch 
A silent bulls-eye spreads ~nd fades 
Tracing the beauty of despa1r. 
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Waggles IV. 

Doctor Foster played at Gloucester 
In a shower of rain 
He hit a dunker 
Into a bunker 

And never played there again. 

The High Hole 

I met a caddie from an antique land 
Who said, upon this Old St. Andrews tee 
Stood Bobbie Jones to contemplate the sand 
And mammoth green of this High Hole, 

then he 
Hit strong ac'ross the green to Eden's 

firth 
Thence back and forth across Eleven's 

green 
Eleven times before he went to earth. 
The caddie, Chisholm, acted out the 

scene, 
Moving from point to point to show the 

play 
As though the game had happened yesterday 
Not thirty years before when it was done. 
On this par three Gene Sarazen took seven 
To lose the British Open by just one. 
I played the hole in only five, by heaven! 

PART IV. 

THE GREEN 

The "putting green" is all ground 
of the hole being played which is 
specially prepared for putting or 
otherwise defined as such by the 
Committee. The Rule of Golf. 
Definition 25. 

Getting Up and Down 

Now hear the masters of the short approach 
Coaching like trainers working eager 

dogs: 



Bite! Sit! Get Up! or Hurry Ball! 
Get near that pin -

The putt will surely fall. , 

Homeric Simile 
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Even as the piebald green of winter still 
Rejects the high-flung pitch 

howeve~ deftly tossed 
With iron determination and a frozen will, 
So nature scuffs the lad 

who breaks her rules 
And he who dares the gods 

must join the fools 
Whose blind mistakes extract such heavy 

cost 
Or who, like Orpheus, look -- and all 

is lost. 

Weather IV. 

He has not lived who has not seen 
The snapping flag through wind-drawn tears, 
squinting uphill along the sheen 
Of winter grass, and every hole appears 
One wild high hazy glare 
Of thrashing trees and howling air. 

The Green 

No green is flat --
Each rolls and heaves to its own rhythm 
Beneath veiled nets of cabalistic lines 
Angles and arcs and pentacles 
Laid down by its creators, 
Which if correctly weighed and read 
Will draw the ball inevitably horne. 

D~vots II. 

The golfer bends and with a surgeon's 
touch 

Draws the compacted sad 
Back to its severed roots, 
Jabbing and loosening the hardened soil, 
Suturing edges with a wooden tee, 
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Tamping all flat with putter-sole or shoe, 
By which unconscious skill 
All record of his passing is erased. 

Putter 

Somewhere in some dark corner 
of some pro-shop stands 

A cobwebbed putter which 
When summoned forth will leap into the 

hands: 
This potent wand will cure the yips, 
The pulls, the pushes and the lips 
So every putt will firmly glide 
Straight to the back of every cup: 
And when its magic is used up 
The timeless search begins again. 
Then, like the rusted swords of long-dead 

men 
Hung for remembrance in some castle hall, 
See, in the pro-shop, for your own recall 

The iron-bladed putters 
The hickor~-shaft putters 
The old broken putters 

That hang on the wall. 

Waggles v. 
d the pin Of all sad words aroun not up, not in. 

The saddest are these: 

The Penultimate Putt 

knocks, the The knee wrist locks, 

The oa11 the cup i 
Once started f~rrates across the 1 p, 
Descends, acce e

t . to retrea Arcs 1n . a stop. 
Then wavers t~ th and the death, 
Between the b r nd the wobble, 

the 'veer a 
Between ttenuates. All life a 



ENVOY 

The Nineteenth Hole 

My level autumn sun 
drives through the dying day 

Where East's dark evening clouds 
roil in the russet oaks 

And maples blazing with an inner liqht. 
As I approach my final green, oh Lord 
Let all my birds 
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cheer through the unbending pines. 
Closing with easy rhythm and incisive bite, 
Not like sand whimpering along a winter 

trap 
But as across the green 

with firm and measured pace 
The ball breaks cleanly to the waiting 

hole, 
So let my soul go down into the night. 

So ends The Rhythm of the Game. Some of 
it clap-trap worthy of Steve Starr's "Rare McGonigle," 
some perhaps a little or more than a little maudlin, 
but all fairly honest, I think. Like so many high
handicappers, the Hacker has a tendency to tinker 
with his swing, resulting in some first-class shots 
leaping out unexpectedly among the mediocre or 
occasionally disastrous. 

The Hacker, like Garvin Dalglish's drumaged 
friend, is prone to sardonic introspection. He does 
not take a glowing view of his talents as compared, 
say, to the Earl of Oxfords. But he does have some 
serious convictions. A poem, he thinks, should be 
arresting to the ear, and create at the superficial 
level at least, visual, auditory or emotional images 
for the listener. If the poem must carry subliminal 
messages like a Salome beneath her veils, there 
is no reason why the veils, like the body, should 
not be arresting. His problem often is that of 
the fashion mannequin: there is very little under
neath. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch: since 
our Club membership boasts not only golfers but 
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other professions or interest groups such as theolo
gians, amateur and professional, lawyers and scholars, 
we should take a few other specimens from the Hacker's 
jack-daws nest for their consideration. 

First a few poems groping for what John 
Dewey called "the religious in experience." A real 
poet, Dylan Thomas, said of his own work: "These 
poems, with all their crudities, doubts and con
fusions, are written for the love of Man and in 
praise of God, and I'd be a damn' fool if they 
weren't." 

The Hacker is not quite in Dylan's league. 
His crudities and confusions far outweigh his lack 
of self-doubt, and as for the damn' foolishness, 
you must judge for yourselves. On with the show: 

Balthzar 

So still this night, 
as all the stars converge 
to hang in one bright glow 
above Creation's nave, 

lies drowsing on the empty fields 
whence shepherds, sages and the 

transcendent host 
approach the byre in breathless 

awe and watch 
me lay my incense on the brazier 

there, 
that through the veil of smoke and tiny 

flame 
the newborn voice of God is heard again. 

(You may recall having heard that once before, but 
never outside the Club, which makes it not only OK 
but probably the best thing the Hacker ever wrote.) 

Cradle Song 

~rom the gaining to the loss 
From the manger to the cross 

How will you go 
When you finally know? 
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What if the Shepherds had yelled "Barabas!" 
What if the Wise Men had come to rob us? 
If the Angels had brought you a fiery 

chariot 
Or the ass bore a cross and bade you carry 

it? 
If the rooster had brought you that cup 

in the byre 
Would you have evaded the ultimate gyre? 

What would you do 
If you certainly knew 
You were born with the curse of the lamb 

upon you? 

Jordan 

The lion prowls along the stream 
Waiting for a distant Voice 
To break the crystal of the heavy dawn. 
Assembled on the misty shoals 
All pieces as foretold 
Snap into place -- the mass is critical 
The cleansing smoke and flame leap up, 
The waters turn to blood, then 
Slowly at first but gaining force and 

speed 
The whirlwind thunders down the ages. 
Meantime above the farther shore 
The lion prowls along the stream, 
waiting. 

J. C. Hitchhiker 

Haggard and calm 
Beside the busy road 

His leaden burden laid across his back, 
With what compelling stare does he hold out 

His placard, torn 
From some abandoned carton: 

"HEAVEN, please"? 

Passion Week 

Their Rider comes on the colt f 
They ad' 0 an ass --

re anc~ng and shouting and singing 
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their psalms 
While all Jerusalem watches them pass 
with their dancing and shouting and 

waving of palms. 

Marking the start of the final miles 
The blasted fig their faith embalms 
While the Pharisees watch with thin-

lipped smiles 
Their dancing and shouting and waving 

of palms. 

The Kingdom does not come in with thunder 
The way leads up to the cross instead: 
An act of faith or a massive blunder? 
Yesterday's palms are scattered and dead. 

Sunday's child drinks milk and honey 
Monday's child disposes money 
Tuesday's child confutes the teachers 
Wednesday's child can preach to 

preachers; 
Thursday's child eats holy bread 
Friday's child is hanged and dead. 
Saturday's child has gone to hell 
But Sunday's Child's alive and well, 
And all our hopes that died a-borning 
Leap up like fire on That Sunday 

Morning. 

God's Friday 

And he shall hang upon our tree, 
A surrogate for you and me: 
The scape-goat for eternity. 

Assembled in the purging spring 
We wash our hands of everything; 
So to this tree our sins we bring. 

Two timbers: hate and fear, we bear, 
Which, being crossed, to flame will flare 
Consuming all we treasure there. 

The boards are two, the,nails are three: 
Lust, selfishness and b1got ry. 



Who drives the nails to set us free? 

Oh willing bankrupts, come to see 
The surety for you ' and me, 
and HE shall hang upon our tree. 

Untitled 

Pilate is judged 
For asking "What is truth?" 
Though answer there was none. 
Let him who knows 
What truth is 
Cast the first stone. 

All Hallows' Eve 

When the orange moon broods deep in the 
east 
And t he sickle wind is keening 
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Are you safe in the sheaf or down in the 
field 

Where the goat-horned god is gleaning? 

Where will you be at the harvest of souls 
When the winnow-fan is screen'ing: 

With God's elect on the threshing floor 
Or down in the field wh~re the mad winds 

roar 
And the goat-horned god is gleaning? 

When the shadows loom in the crimson dusk 
And the weary shocks are leaning 

Are you crowded safe in the storage jar 
Where all the good and the useful are 
Or down in the field, an abandoned husk 
Where the goat-horned god goes gleaning? 

There are other efforts in the same or 
similar vein, but time is running, so once again, 
moving right along, we will end up with three in 
quite different moods: one for the lawyers, one 
for the scholars and one for everybody else: 
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Roundel of Swinburne, J. 

This separate session of the Court of 
Common Pleas 

Called by the bailiff, void of all ex
pression, 

Bring on the judge whose will to end the 
cause decrees 

This separate session. 
The witnesses appear in slow procession; 
The lawyers, ever mindful of their fees 
Assert this is a case of first im-

pression 
And therefore urge the facts be found by 

referees; 
Whereas the Court, from boredom and de

pression, 
So orders, gathers up his robes and 

flees 
This separate session. 

The Straw Men 

Bright and empty we arise 
Summoned for the Hero's slaying, 
Paying for the Scholar's prize, 
Suffering the bigot's flaying: 

Born but to die, 
Made, not begotten, 
Shattered, to lie 
Broken and rotten; 
Too dim to cry. 
Too soon forgotten. 

Shadows boxing on the wall 
Felled by any blow at all, 
Blow us out like candle-flame, 
We will bring you instant fame. 

Brittle and bright, 
Riddled with flaws, 
Slain in the fight, 
Lost in the cause, 
Pale in the light. 
Doomed by the laws. 

Beware the price of easy winning 



In the tilt yards of , the mind. 
Th~se contemptuously sent spinning 
St~ll may strike you from behind 

Born to die, . 
Nothing begetting , 
Weakly to try 
Hindering and letting· 
Too dim to cry. ' 
Too soon forgetting. 

The Old Householder 
(After Wordsworth) 

I kn?w not why the springtime sun 
In h~s ascendant course doth run 
Nor why my hoped-for daffodil ' 
Too many times corne up like s~uillS, 
Nor why my mulches fade away 
To leave my seeds encased in clay; 
I only know that I must hoe, 
And hoe, and hoe, 
And hoe. . . 
And hoe. . . 
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I know not why the summer sun 
In his supernal course doth run, 
Nor why rank weeds choke out the flowers 
On which I spend uncounted hours, 
Nor why tomatoes wilt and wane, 
Nor why my corn gets too much rain; 
I only know my grass doth grow, 
And grow, and grow, 
And grow. • . 
And grow. • . 

I knoW not why the autumn sun 
Doth ever lower bend his run, 
Nor why my zinnia leaves do mold 
While mums all flourish in the cold, 
Now why each summer's final rose 
Hath lost the power to pique my nose; 
I only know my leaves will blow, 
And blow, and blow 
And blow. . . 
And blow. . . 
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I know not why the winter sun 
Cur pleasant latitudes doth shun 
To leave my f 'irewood dank and grey, 
Nor why my compost won't decay, 
Nor why my holly berries fall 
While mortar crumbles from the wall; 
I only know that it will snow, 
And snow, and snow, 
And snow. 
And snow. 




